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Abstract. Conventional shearography and Electronic-Speckle-Pattern-
Interferometry (ESPI) are being used for remote deformation measurements. How-
ever, for non-destructive testing, only the changes in the deformation field are of in-
terest that are caused by hidden defects. By applying the basic idea of lockin ther-
mography to interferometry, small local discontinuities can be monitored even on a 
large background deformation. This is achieved by evaluating the whole image stack 
with respect to the local response to the coded thermal excitation so that the relevant 
information contained in the image stack is compressed to an amplitude- and a phase 
angle image. As only defects contribute to a signal change in the phase image, the 
method is defect selective. Furthermore, besides the advantage of a substantial im-
provement of the signal-to-noise ratio, lockin interferometry allows also for depth 
profiling. 

1. Introduction 

Non-metal materials are of fundamental interest for aerospace applications due to their high 
specific strength which allows for reduction of weight and costs. The advantage is obvious. 
On the other hand, such materials have a broad variety of potential failure. Therefore it is 
important to monitor significant changes of components early enough to prevent expensive 
failure. Of considerable interest are remote and reliable NDE-methods that provide images 
in a short time. Several innovative NDE-methods have been developed at IKT under this 
aspect e.g. lockin-thermography with excitation by ultrasound or eddy currents [1,2], an-
other recent technique is lockin interferometry that uses the same basic idea of data proc-
essing. The advantage as compared to convential interferometry is the same as conventional 
thermography compared to lockin-thermography methods. 

2. Conventional interferometric techniques 

Conventional interferometry is based on the comparison of two images taken of the same 
object under two different stages of loading. Each image has a grainy structure (“speckle” 
pattern) due to interference effects caused by superposition with a reference beam (ESPI) or 
with a neighboring point on the sample surface (shearography), respectively (Fig. 1) [3]. 
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                      Fig. 1: Optical setup of conventional ESPI (right) and shearography (left). 

Therefore these speckles respond sensitively to surface deformations on the scale of the 
wavelength of light. The superposition of two images results in a fringe pattern (like the 
beat line pattern in Fig. 2 where the railing in the front is superposed to the one on the other 
side of the track, thereby giving Moiré fringes) which is the coded representation of surface 
deformation between two states of loading: The fringes are lines of equal deformation 
where distances are multiples of half the laser wavelength. The presence of a defect is re-
vealed by the small defect-induced change of the deformation pattern. Usually the change 
of the pattern is much smaller than the whole body deformation, this confines the detectibil-
ity of defects. 

 

Fig. 2: Moiré-effect of the railings of a highway bridge ( Photo: I. Solodov) 

3. Basic idea of Lockin-Interferometry 

Lockin interferometry uses the advantages that are common to all dynamic modulation 
techniques: Periodical changes are used for excitation thereby generating a modulation of 
response within a small frequency range. This ac-signal allows for signal filtering at the ex-
citation frequency and a corresponding reduction of the noise spectrum. Hence the signal to 
noise ratio is enhanced. In addition, such a modulation technique provides phase angle in-
formation which is not affected by intensity changes. This idea is being applied to thermo-
graphy since some time [4-7] where the excitation is modulated while a stack of images is 
recorded and subsequently analysed at each pixel to extract magnitude and phase of local 
response as a function of time. This way the information hidden in the complete stack is fi-
nally squeezed into just one amplitude image and one phase image. The latter has also the 
advantage of an enhanced depth range [8-10]. 
To apply this concept to interferometry, the deformation needs to be modulated. This is 
achieved by illuminating the sample with light whose energy is deposited in the absorbing 
surface of the sample. 



 

 

Fig. 3: Lockin shearography system: Principle (left) and experimental setup (right) 

 
The thermal expansion induced this way results in bending of the sample. If the light is 
switched on and off, this bending occurs periodically. The modulation frequency is usually 
so low (below 0.1 Hz) that no mechanical resonances occur. This is important in order to 
distinguish this technique from well-known resonance interferometry. The local amplitude 
of bending might be different at different locations due to inhomogeneity of illumination or 
of optical surface absorption. However, the phase shift between this low-frequency bending 
and optical illumination is the same everywhere in the sample unless there is a local delay 
of dynamic heat propagation which is described by the thermal wave concept [11].  There-
fore the use of deformation phase allows eliminating the effect of whole-body deformation 
that confines the detectibility of defects in conventional interferometry. 

4. Setup for lockin interferometry 

The setup has been described previously [12,13]: While the illumination is slowly modu-
lated, images of the fringe pattern are continuously recorded with optical phase shifts that 
are required for the unwrapping which is the conversion of the fringe pattern to the phase 
map (the optical phase needs to be strictly distinguished from the thermal phase extracted 
from the image stack later on). The stack of images derived this way from the  

 
Fig. 4: Procedure of a lockin shearography measurement. 

 



primary fringe images displays the periodical changes of sample topography or its deriva-
tive. In order to analyse this motion, at each image pixel the time dependence of height is 
Fourier transformed at the modulation frequency thereby providing local amplitude and 
phase between mechanical deformation and illumination. When this mathematical proce-
dure is performed at each pixel, the phase image is obtained as the final result of the evalua-
tion process. 
The mathematical procedure involved here is more complicated than in lockin thermogra-
phy due to the demodulation process converting fringes into height and generating this way 
a second stack of images from which the procedure starts that is known from lockin ther-
mography. However, it should be mentioned that the whole mathematical process occurs 
with almost no delay of the measurement [14]. 

5. Results on aerospace components 

5.1 Honeycomb structure  

A honeycomb sandwich plate which is typical for aerospace applications had been filled 
partially with resin. These two defects stand out clearly in the lockin ESPI phase image 
while they are not visible with the conventional technique (Fig. 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5: Honeycomb structure. Left: fringe pattern; middle: best image from sequence; 
right: lockin phase image (ESPI). 

 

5.2 CFRP panel after repair  

A CFRP panel with rear surface stringers had undergone repair so that the front surface was 
provided with a circular patch while a rectangular patch was on the rear side. At the lower 
modulation frequency of lockin shearography, the homogeneity of the circular patch is well 
visible together with the effect of the rectangular patch on the rear surface. The comparison 
of the two phase images (Fig. 6) illustrates the need of frequency optimisation. 
   
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: CFRP panel with stringer damage after repair; left: lockin phase image at 0.1Hz; 
right: lockin phase image at 0.008Hz (shearography). Sample courtesy of DLR Stuttgart 
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5.3 CFRP tail rotor shaft  

A CFRP tube like those being used for helicopter tail rotor shafts had been impacted. The 
lockin shearography phase image (Fig. 7) displays an improved signal to noise ratio, also 
the disturbing effect of convection in the conventional image is avoided thereby making 
damage detection significantly more reliable. 

 

 
Fig. 7: CFRP-tube with impact damage. Left: best  image taken from sequence (with disturbances 

due to convection); right: lockin shearography phase image at 0.1Hz. 
 

5.4 CFRP plates with impact damages  

 On a CFRP plate with one impact damage, the results of lockin thermography and lockin 
ESPI were compared. Due to the different ways of signal generation, lockin thermography 
responds more sensitively to near-surface features thereby displaying fibre orientation in 
addition to the impact. So lockin ESPI displays the impact reliably with no background. 

 

 

Fig. 8: CFRP plates with impact damages; 
top: lockin phase images obtained with optically excited lockin thermography. 

Bottom: lockin phase images obtained with optically excited lockin ESPI. 

5.5 Depth profiling  

In order to investigate the effects of modulation frequency, a model sample (PMMA disk 
with flat bottom holes in different depths) was imaged with lockin shearography. As ther-
mal waves with their frequency dependent thermal diffusion length are involved in signal 
generation, depth profiling is feasible by variation of frequency (Fig. 9). This result is con-
sistent with the one obtained previously using piezoelectric detection where also volume 
integrals are involved in signal generation [15] since the thermal wave contributes along its 
whole path underneath the surface to the periodical bending of the sample („modulated 
thermal wedge“). Consistent with these earlier photoacoustic measurements using thermal 
waves [15] is also the result that depth range (i.e. the largest depth where a defect can still 



be detected) is by a factor of two higher with lockin interferometry than with lockin ther-
mography if the same modulation frequency is being used for both [14]. 
 
 

 

Fig. 9: PMMA disk with flat bottom holes machined from the rear surface at different 
depths. Lockin shearography phase images obtained at various modulation frequencies. 

5.6 Disbonding of airplane structures 

This is an example where the complete wing of an ultralight aircraft had been inspected: 
The skin of the wing (Fig. 10) was a sandwich material with foam in the middle. This 
highly damping material is too difficult for inspection with lockin thermography, so this 
technique could not identify an area where a rib had disbonded from the skin. As lockin-
interferometry monitors mechanical structural stiffness where the skin acts like a slowly 
bending membrane between two ribs, the amplitude image shows a larger membrane in the 
upper part and two smaller ones in the lower part where the rib is well bonded. This differ-
ence is not displayed reliably enough with conventional shearography the result of which is 
displayed as well for comparison. 
. 
  

 
  

Fig: 10: Structure of aircraft wing.  Middle: conventional shearography; right: lockin amplitude image. 
 

 
 



 
6. Conclusion 
Innovative lockin interferometry (providing phase images which diplay the local delay be-
tween heat injection and local bending) differs substantially from conventional vibration in-
terferometry where mechanical resonances are being used whereas in this paper the bending 
frequencies are so low that a mechanical wave would have about the same phase all over 
the sample. Phase angle effects are therefore related to thermal wave effects where wave-
lengths in the mm...cm range are involved. So lockin interferometry is like lockin thermo-
graphy based on thermal wave interaction with hidden features, it is just a different way of 
analysing them, but it is as well a remote technique with the option of depth profiling via 
modulation frequency with the extra advantage of an enhanced depth range.  
These features make the new technique well suited for non-destructive testing of aerospace 
structures, as has been shown above for several examples where typical defects (resin in 
honeycomb structure, quality of repair, impact, delamination) could be found in CFRP 
components with a substantially higher signal to noise ratio and hence a better probability 
of detection (POD) than with conventional shearography or ESPI-techniques.  
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